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Descrição
Perfil pretendido Sonae Sierra is in a new strategic cycle that includes a renewed ambition for growth and

openness to new market sectors, with a more comprehensive and flexible positioning -
Open mind, greater value! We want to generate more economic, environmental and
social value through the creation, development and management of spaces for the cities
of the future, with a better and more sustainable quality of life for people and
communities!

The future belongs to ?????? ?????????????????????? of talent. At Sonae Sierra, we
value and believe in the ability of young people to be part of change.

We have opportunities in diverse regions including Lisbon, Porto, Algarve and more!
We work in a hybrid model (3+2) and with flexible working hours!

Opportunities in several areas such as:

Architecture
Commercial
Communication
Finance
Investment
Marketing
People & Culture
Procurement
Strategy
And more!

With Big>in you will have the opportunity to:

Be a part of a Success-driven culture
Integrate an Key player in Real Estate sector
Grow in a multicultural ecosystem
Invest in a challenging career
Network in collaborative teams

If you think that you have what it takes to embrace this challenging journey and join
Big>In, apply now! You have until April 30th!

At Sonae Sierra, we are committed to creating a workplace that is diverse, equitable, and
inclusive. We believe that every individual deserves to be treated with respect, regardless
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of their race, religion, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital
status, disability status, or any other characteristic protected by law. We welcome and
encourage applicants from all backgrounds to apply for opportunities with us, and we
strive to ensure that our recruitment process is fair and transparent.

Número de vagas 15
País Portugal

Distrito
Condições oferecidas Bolsa de estágio + Subsidio de alimentação.

Contacto maccardoso@sonaesierra.com
Observações Apply here:

https://sierrapeople.csod.com/ux/ats/careersite/4/home/requisition/476?c=sierrapeople&s
ource=UniversidadeMinho

Cursos
Sem cursos preferenciais.
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